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spaceman sparkles 2. spaceman sparkles 2

This game gets hard fast. Well at least for me it did. But you just keep on sparking spaceman! Seriously i enjoy the music and
simple graphics of the game.. My Video review https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHp7dd1uIUI. This game is meant to
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played angry in order to really play this game. If your not angry, you miss out on truly feeling the sick and amazingly crafted
beats! This game is a blessing and I cannot wait to see a third game for this series. Oh and the visuals are so well done and just
simple that reminds me games like Pac-Man but take back everything I just said about classic graphics.. ameeeeeezing music,

fun game. Hard but isnt frustrating.. This game is meant to played angry in order to really play this game. If your not angry, you
miss out on truly feeling the sick and amazingly crafted beats! This game is a blessing and I cannot wait to see a third game for
this series. Oh and the visuals are so well done and just simple that reminds me games like Pac-Man but take back everything I

just said about classic graphics.. ameeeeeezing music, fun game. Hard but isnt frustrating.. MY EYES ARE BLEEDING But it's
a good kind of bleed. Pros: -Hella dope swagtastical music, boss design, -Weapon called the hammer. shoots out hammers.
-Weapon called the rave gun. -Teleport sword. -Dance mode Cons:u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665.. I love this
game! It is FUN! I have never gotten the good ending because I can't find all the bosses. That's the only bad thing about this

game is that you can't tell where the dang HECK you are! I like fighting the bosses, and I want to fight more of them, and I need
to fight more of them in order to get the good ending, but I can't because I don't know where they are.
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